































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V.A.D.  1  0  2  1  4 
Farming   1  1  0  1  3 
Knitting/Provisions  0  0  1  1  2 
Munitions   0  0  0  1  1 
  98 
White Feather  0  0  0  2  2 
WVR  0  0  6  15  21 















V.A.D.  0  0  0  0  0 
Farming   1  6  1  0  8 
Knitting/Provisions  1  0  0  0  1 
Munitions   2  4  1  2  9 
White Feather  0  0  0  0  0 
WVR  13  13  9  8  43 
















V.A.D.  1  2  1  3  7 
Farming   3  1  1  2  7 
Knitting/Provisions  0  0  0  1  1 
Munitions   1  1  1  2  5 
White Feather  0  0  0  0  0 
WVR  7  4  3  0  14 










































































































































































































Section  War‐related  Not war‐related  % of war‐related stories in section 
                                                        359 The Langtonian, December 1916, p.93. 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Chronicles/Editorial  4  5  44% 




Section  War‐related  Not war‐related  % of war‐related stories in section 
Chronicles/Editorial  3  9  25% 





Section  War‐related  Not war‐related  % of war‐related stories in section 
Chronicles/Editorial  5  12  29% 




Section  War‐related  Not war‐related  % of war‐related stories in section 
Chronicles/Editorial  3  8  27% 
Form Notes  6  33  15% 
 
These statistics suggest that for the most part, war was a constant issue dealt with in school life. 1917‐1918 saw nearly a 50% reduction in the attention given to the war by students in their form notes, as war entered its third and forth years showing war and normality coexisted, suggesting some war‐wariness.  
 
The Home Front under attack – Air Raids extend the geography of the war to England. 
 
“Zeppelin and airplane raids beyond the battle lines attacked targets miles away from the war zone in England and helped literally to bring the war home to non combatants and to women in particular.”360 Official propaganda emphasised that civilians who were far from the trenches in Flanders were becoming casualties 
                                                        360 Grayzel, p.45. 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of war. One official poster issued by the Parliamentary Recruiting Committee about the raids proclaimed German brutality “by murdering defenceless women and children…”361 They illustrated that the battle lines had come to an area that was supposed to be protected and removed from the destruction of war. The raids further helped to erode the divide between soldier and civilian. 
 
Grayzel illustrates the potential social impact of air raids and the associated fear and shock with a rather extreme example. In London, the terror induced by air raids became the rationale for induced infanticide. Testifying at the Crown’s case against Elizabeth Huntley, who was accused of decapitating her daughter, Margaret Wells claimed: “I have known Mrs. Huntley since childhood. She was a jolly hearted woman until the air raids.”362 Mary Freeman, the sister of the accused, provided further evidence of her sister’s state of mind: “She has complained of her head and was treated by Dr. Holland…for air raid shock – She used to shake a lot during the raids…” Huntley’s doctor elaborated that she was much upset by the air raid. Was she in any way akin to those on the battlefield who suffered from similar war or fear‐induced mental anguish? While answers cannot be attained, it does seem evident that for those who examined her, her having experienced air raids came up as a plausible explanation for the murder. ‘Air raid shock’ became a convincing reason for infanticide. The blurring of the line indicating who exactly was under fire seems fully accomplished.”363 A rather different picture emerges when looking at the impact of the raids in East Kent. 
                                                        361 Ibid., p.46. 362 Ibid., 363 Ibid., p.48. 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While Canterbury did not suffer attacks, neighbouring towns did, including Dover, Ramsgate and Folkestone.  
 
Dover, being the first place in Britain to be bombed in 1914, suffered 113 air raids in total during the course of the war with a casualty list of 94 people (71 injuries and 23 deaths).364 The Dover Express’ number of separate news articles solely on the local air raids displays how raids became a regular feature of life at home in Dover. They reported the following amount each year from August 1914 onwards: 8 in 1914, 38 in 1915, 105 in 1916, 198 in 1917 and 166 in 1918.365 While these stories contain warnings, brief reports of raids and adverts for air raid insurance, talk of air raids was constantly and increasingly in the public sphere of life in Dover. One anonymous contributor to The Dover Express mocked the regularity to which civilians had become used to the raids by writing into the local gossip section of the newspaper, ‘What do they say?’ “They say that, according to ‘John Bull’, there was an air raid at Dover.”366 
 
Although many of the air raids in Dover were reported, the local press reveals a very strict restriction imposed on people freely sharing stories of the raids with people outside of the area via letters or photographs. DORA was used greatly to enforce a suppression of air raid stories in Dover for fear of strategically valued information falling into enemy hands. “People must not write letters or post                                                         364 Dover: Lock and Key of the Kingdom [online]. [cited 18 February 2014]. Available at: <http://www.dover‐kent.co.uk/history/ww1c_bombing.htm> 365 Taken from a search of The Dover Express between August 1914 and December 1918 from the British Newspaper Archive. 366 The Dover Express and East Kent News, 4 February 1916, p.5. 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cards about air raids” was printed The Dover Express in June 1916.367 Elizabeth Shipley was summoned before the Dover Police Court after attempting to communicate information that might be useful for the enemy. Shipley wrote four postcards giving accounts of the air raids to four of her friends spread across Britain. It brought her under Regulation 18 of the Defence of the Realm Regulations. The prosecution claimed that regulations and notices pertaining to giving out information on air raids had been largely ignored and only this prosecution could raise effective awareness of the warnings.368 The Chairman convicted her and fined her £1 and gave this notice, “You must not take photographs! You must not write descriptions of air raids!”369 Raymond Cook was arrested for similar offences to Shipley just a few months prior to her conviction.370 Henry Walker was also prosecuted for taking photographs of an air raid and selling the pictures in Dover in 1916.371 What does this reveal about the way people in Dover perceived the air raids? Perhaps these people were akin to profiteers, who were in some part trying to sell on a piece of the war’s damage. More likely, since either not much money was involved or was intended for friends if the defendants were to be believed, is that the raids were a spectacle. A picture of excitement is created opposed to the ordinary and mundane. If true, it would suggest a clearer distinction between soldier and civilian who might see war as a novelty to some extent. 
 
                                                        367 The Dover Express and East Kent News, 2 June 1916, p.8. 368 Ibid. 369 Ibid. 370 The Dover Express and East Kent News, 7 April 1916, p.8.  371 The Dover Express and East Kent News, 2 June 1916, p.2. 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Morale in Dover seems to have been generally high in spite of the air raids, very different to that of Grayzel’s infanticide episode. The Dover Express reprinted an article praising the spirits of seaside Britons during the air raids from The Times. “Sir, ‐ The ‘Hamburger Fremdenblatt’ declares that it does not really care what were the practical effects of Monday night’s air raid – ‘what concerns us are the moral results’…not a word has been heard anywhere to suggest that a solitary soul, man, woman, or child was frightened by the coming of the aerial visitors, or desired the war to be ended so as to avoid a repetition of the experience…”372 Perhaps, civilians along the coast in East Kent had become embattled by the air raid experiences, bringing them closer to that of the entrenched Tommy.  
 
In Ramsgate, a similar scene to that of Dover emerges, where after an air raid in May 1915, which resulted in several casualties and severe property damage, the town was described as behaving as if it was enjoying a bank holiday, drinking tea and discussing the raid casually.373 The late night raid was recorded by one local resident who heard the loud noise of engines in the air, proclaiming, “Great Scott! We have got the Zeppelins at last.”374 At Deal, the same air raid caused only ‘little public alarm’ despite the sounding of fierce alarm systems, but the reaction at Faversham, which witnessed the Zeppelin fly over the area caused great distress in the area.375 A mixed reaction to the raid across East Kent was recorded, although areas where bombs actually fell were particularly affable about the whole affair.                                                         372 The Dover Express and East Kent News, 20 August 1915, p.2. 373 The Kentish Observer & Canterbury Chronicle, 20 May 1915, p.2. 374 Ibid. 375 Ibid. 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In conclusion, the environment in East Kent reveals an increasingly militarised way of life throughout the war through the presence of troops in people’s homes, schools and the street, buildings occupied by the army and buildings damaged by air raids. People identified with their environments becoming a part of the war effort and impacted how they identified themselves to a great degree. However a more complex picture emerges with the study of the Simon Langton Grammar School for Boys in Canterbury as students, who are thrown into the war effort in and outside of classes, merge their regular life and identity with that of a training soldier. From as early as Christmas 1914 a new identity for civilians was emerging as their city changed around them and blurred the lines between them and the battlefronts. 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Chapter Four: Epilogue: 1919 in East Kent: a return to ‘normality’? 
 
How was the war’s impact remembered in Canterbury 1918 – 1919 – one of two distinct fighting zones and two distinct peoples – the soldier and the civilian? The period of 1919 in East Kent could arguably be interpreted as co‐existing with two conflicting narratives. On the one side it was a forced and superficial return to pre‐1914 identities and casting off of the war years. Alongside this was the more confusing grey area that saw civilian war efforts and experiences earn them a position akin to the soldier’s life that could not be easily forgotten. How could one in Canterbury forget the local schools being used as military training grounds, or VAD units in the local park supporting the thousands of injured troops passing through Canterbury East Station, or the occasional Zeppelin raid overhead? They were not just observers to the war but active participants. However as troops returned such an accusation could not be made publically. By the end of the war, nearly all soldiers were either volunteers or conscripts as early battles saw the pre‐war professionals killed. These surviving soldiers were very much civilians in uniform looking to become civilians again. Ironically, as suggested in this thesis, the civilian on the home front had become more soldier‐like. Yet in 1918‐1919 the civilians had to firmly become civilians again and had to revere soldiers. This reverence to the returning soldiers only served to hinder any opportunity to return to a pre‐war life since these men could never lose their status as soldiers; they were now ex‐servicemen and veterans. Civilians would treat them as such and therefore do themselves a disservice by reducing their own war efforts to nil. The division would be reinforced every year thereon 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by the strict and traditional observance of Armistice Day when veterans would clearly wear their war‐earned medals. This would continue to identify and separate those who had always been civilians who stayed at home and helped to destroy the grey area of the two identities that 1914‐1918 had indeed created. 
 
For some people in Britain, the war seemed to be endless and a longing for normality emerged by 1918. At his home in Cobham, Frederick Robinson wrote in his diary in January 1918, “When is this awful nightmare to end…The country is getting tired out, people no longer talk of war, they are saturated with it, it enters into their every thought and action, it is part of our flesh and of their bone. When are we again to live our proper lives.”376 Such an entry reflects how far civilians had been consumed by the war across the country. Yet the return to their pre‐war lives was not to be fully achieved with the end of the war. The soldier would not be allowed to be just a civilian again upon their return and the soldier‐citizen that emerged during the war was partially forgotten. Neither returning soldier, nor civilian, return to complete normality but begin a new status quo that is far more complicated and blurred than the pre‐war years that many hoped for. The longing for an end that Frederick Robinson showed was unsurprisingly shared by most people in Britain as proven by the euphoric scenes described by the press with the news of the Armistice, locally in East Kent and nationally.  
 
                                                        376 Simmonds, pp.282‐283. 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On November 11th 1918, the news of the Armistice was met with ‘much glee’ in Canterbury with the hoisting of Union Jacks at landmark buildings in the city, including the Guildhall and Westgate Towers.377 London was similarly described as being caught up in “the throes of jubilation” by the Daily Express.378  Streets were lit up with lamps for the first time since 1915, parks and squares became sites of spontaneous celebrations and dancing was rife in public areas.379 The revelry of the capital continued in Canterbury as business was suspended and schools closed while citizens and soldiers mixed in the city centre together singing ‘Pack up your troubles’ and ‘Take me back to dear Old Blighty’.380 Formal declarations of praise were made by the Mayor to the 2nd battalion of the Buffs for its war contributions and sent a letter of congratulations to the King, whose secretary thanked the citizens of Canterbury.381 In Dover, the police arrived in the town ringing bells that were once rung to warn the inhabitants to leave in case of German invasion or attack.382 The Dover Express wrote that “Dover was old Dover again, and not the gloomy, dark hole it had been for four long years.”383 Within hours of the news of the Armistice, the local press seemed to have suggested that a pre‐1914 status quo had immediately returned to East Kent, but perhaps this may have been nothing more than sheer joy and naivety at the sudden and unexpected peace. Similar events unfolded in Folkestone and Whitstable, although interestingly The Whitstable Times went further in implying an end to the wartime identity of citizens. The newspaper identified sacrifice to                                                         377 Bateman, p.67. 378 Simmonds, p.283. 379 Ibid.  380 Ibid.  381 Ibid.  382 The Dover Express and East Kent News, 15 November 1918, p.5. 383 Ibid. 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be exclusively that of the soldier: “…whose blood has been poured out on foreign soil…”384 The notion of a blood sacrifice is immediately created here. Civilians are reduced to the role of the bereaved and not partners in the struggle. Soldiers fought in foreign fields and died there. Civilians did not. In this sense, we return to the existential divide between soldier and civilian in the introduction, and the blurred lines are forgotten immediately. One could accuse such news reporting as helping to create the false narrative of the home front that has plagued interpretations of the war. It was civilians who sidelined themselves at the very end of the conflict. In an attempt to ‘un‐blur’ the lines of soldier and civilian, civilians actually complex the situation further by pretending the war’s impact was over in November 1918 and thus pre‐war like.  
 
In Folkestone on the 11th November, the order that placed areas of amusement in the town as out of bounds to the Army was lifted and many soldiers took advantage of the theatres and halls. The Folkestone Herald said that “naturally” a good deal of licence was allowed to those in uniform with regards to behaviour in the theatres but when a civilian ascended the platform at the Pleasure Gardens Theatre and asked the audience if he might tell them a ‘chestnut’, he was dragged off stage with the support of the audience.385 The different treatment of the civilian compared to the soldiers was more than apparent. Clearly, two types of people existed in Folkestone on Armistice day. The same edition commented that, “There are thousands of incidents that we shall recall, but we forget them all, dismiss them…as we whisper aye shout the blessed word                                                         384 The Whitstable Times, 16 November 1918, p.5.  385 The Folkestone Herald, 16 November 1918, p.6. 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– Peace!”386 The joyful spirit of the day seems to have changed how civilians saw themselves and their contributions to the war effort. Armistice day reactions only seem to hamper the observations one makes of post‐war Britain and East Kent in particular. A happy and quick return to ‘Old Dover’ and the county did not occur as easily as this. 
 
The 1918 election – did the pains of war open? 
 
The coalition government of the war found itself after November considering the need for a general election. The government had been in coalition since 1915 and many politicians were calling for changes to be made, including franchise. While a study of the electoral changes and promises following the war would be interesting, this study is preoccupied with how far the election campaign sought to return to a status quo or whether it faced the consequences of war. If the war was still an important issue for the election campaign, then it would suggest that people did not want to, or could not, simply return to a pre‐war life, and so a new type of civilian voter may have existed: a soldier citizen. While the war raised many questions about existing social welfare and economic programmes, at best the majority of East Kent’s voters seemed only to be preoccupied with issues pertaining to the war, despite it being over. At worst however, some seemed to disassociate with the election entirely. So much so that one commentator in Dover remarked, “They say that when there was a war on we knew it, and the 
                                                        386 Ibid., p.7 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siren helped to remind us, but Dover does not seem to know that there is a General Election and even a siren would have a job to make it known.”387 Polling Day itself was described in Folkestone for having an ‘absence of excitement’.388 
The Kent & Sussex Courier reported that the only time ‘a little excitement’ was introduced into the polling evening was ‘The Battle of the Handbills’ being fought by Labour and Conservative party members.389  
 
People in Canterbury were keen to question the Labour Candidate for the Canterbury Division, Mr Palmer, on the treatment of men who did not fight abroad during the war and remained in Britain. Palmer was asked if he supported the idea that men who had been at home during the war should be sent for garrison duty now.390 Palmer said no, adding that, “…they have done their part. The war could not have lasted five minutes without the work of the civilian population.”391 When the Conservative candidate, Colonel Spender‐Clay was asked the same question, he avoided such a personal response and simply suggested that the Army had sufficient men for garrison duty and didn’t need anymore.392 It is very interesting that this was a popular question asked in Canterbury, given that it was a very active district during the war, in both fronts. While there were no reports of the crowds’ response to the question, the attention given to Palmer’s answers suggests that the press’ sympathy lied with him. The question also suggests that an air of antagonism existed between men                                                         387 The Dover Express and East Kent News, 6 December 1918, p.5. 388 The Folkestone Herald, 21 December 1918, p.2. 389 The Kent & Sussex Courier, 20 December 1918, p.6.  390 Ibid. 391 Ibid. 392 Ibid. 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who fought and those who didn’t in Canterbury, to warrant such a question during the election. 
 
Elsewhere in East Kent, the lingering concern with the war continued in a different way. Rather than concerns over worker’s rights, in Whitstable and Folkestone, voters were forcing politicians to tackle the issue of Germans living in Britain. With an almost fierce xenophobia towards Germans, Kentish people were calling for candidates to promise to exile them from Britain. “The following questions appealed particularly to the Whitstable audience which was largely composed of patriotic seamen…Are you in favour of turning all the Huns out of this country?”393 The controversial issues surrounding war profiteers in Britain was overlooked in favour of attacking Germany. A member of the audience interrupted Mr Palmer’s speech shouting, “Mr Palmer says make the profiteer pay for the war. Never mind the profiteers. Let Germany pay…”394 The outburst was met with a cheering crowd. Similarly in Folkestone, their Labour Candidate, Sir Philip Sassoon spoke about worker’s rights and protection, but the town hall’s gathering just wanted to probe him about supporting the banning of German goods.395 The war was still important to these people, but many acted as if the war was still continuing. They seemed to be ensuring that a shared and ‘just’ sacrifice had been made, whether it was male civilians who didn’t sign up, or forcing harsh reparations upon Germany. 
                                                         393 The Whitstable Times, 14 December 1918, p.2. 394 Ibid.  395 The Folkestone Herald, 7 December 1918, p.3. 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Demobilisation in East Kent  
 
The repatriation of serving troops from November 1918 and throughout 1919 is a stark reminder that the war did not ‘end’ on the 11th November. Normality did not return quickly or easily, as can be proven by an examination of demobilisation in East Kent, which became a focal point for the dissatisfaction of troops. An analysis of how troops reacted to the demobilisation process and how civilians reacted to the ex‐soldiers can help reveal how quickly, if ever, normality returned. Demobilisation proved to be a difficult issue for Lloyd George’s new government to face as the prospect of mass unemployment was a potential reality. Demobilisation had to be controlled as the economy adapted to peacetime levels of production and the new influx of labour. Under plans by the Ministry of Reconstruction, demobilisation was put at the order of industry. Servicemen were divided into three categories: the ‘pivotal’ (skilled men such as engineers and managers who could quickly find and create work), then ‘slip men’ (soldiers who already had proof of guaranteed employment who could qualify for controlled release according to industrial needs) and lastly ‘nonslip men’.396 It appeared to some that economic expediency took priority over human interest, especially as a by product of this system, the most recent recruits were the first to leave, since they were more likely to hold an active contract with their old employers. ‘Last in, first out’ seemed to dominate the administration of the scheme. Although Lloyd George reminded the troops and country that they were still technically at war, resentment came to a head in January 1919 in East                                                         396 Stephen Graubard, ‘Military Demobilization in Great Britain Following the First World War’, Journal of Modern History, Vol.19, no.4 (1947), 297‐311 (p.298). 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Kent, when 12,000 soldiers in Dover and Folkestone protested against their re‐embarkation orders to France.397 This local event in Kent culminated in London, where others joined the parade in demonstration against the scheme, with placards saying, “We want civvies suits”.398 Post election, Britain still housed many standing troops and reminded many that they were still technically at war. 
 
The protests in Dover and Folkestone achieved a wider national interest and the press, both local and national were generally keen to approach its reporting carefully, seeming not to want to criticise the government or the soldiers. The press’ reaction shows the peculiar trepidation many had when discussing the armed forces after November, for fear of criticising them in light of their work and sacrifice. Needs of the country’s economy were indeed prioritised over the soldier’s desires but this rather large protest showed they were not willing to sacrifice anymore. In his 1947 study of demobilisation, Stephen Graubard suggested that the conscript army was always just a civilian force and that the average conscript soldier simply saw no further need for his service believing that the job was done after November, knowing that his job was always just a temporary one to his civilian life. His first thought turns to immediate release.399  Moral questions aside, this was a potential conflict between civilian needs and those of the soldiers. In light of the considerable power that mutinying armed forces in Russia and Germany had exerted at the end of the war, on the part proving they could help topple long‐standing governments, such trepidation of 
                                                        397 Simmonds, p.288. 398 Ibid.  399 Graubard, p.297. 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the press may be a political, rather than social, consideration. Both the government and protesting soldiers were described as calm and considerate in such difficult times. The Sheffield Evening Telegraph described the mutiny as “irregular from a strict military point of view but here was a case for commonsense” yet still stressed that it was too early for the country to abandon the spirit of sacrifice and endurance.400 The origins of the disturbance in Folkestone was apparently due to misunderstandings over the contracts with pre‐war employees, which when properly completed, allows men on leave from overseas to qualify for immediate demobilisation, as they were ‘slip men’.401 Some men had heard comrades were leaving immediately to return to their old lives and discontent spread quickly throughout the camp at Folkestone, with the same issue causing tension at the camp in Dover. Many desired to return to their pre‐war work and life, as proven by the number of attempts at Folkestone to use fake allegations of job allocations to get out.402 While this may reveal a big misunderstanding of the Armistice that soldiers and civilians may have had as to whether the war was over, it shows an overwhelming desire by the troops to return to their civilian lives. 
 
The reporting of both protests going to their respective town halls seems to differ however. While all accounts agree that approximately 9,000‐10,000 and 2,000 men marched on Folkestone and Dover’s Town halls respectively and left 
                                                        400 The Sheffield Evening Telegraph, 6 January 1919, p.2. 401 The Exeter and Plymouth Gazette, 6 January 1919, p.1. 402 Ibid. 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peacefully, the levels of tension during the protest does not always match.403 The 
Exeter and Plymouth Gazette explained that the proceedings between the troops at Folkestone and General Dallas (G.O.C. Canterbury) and General Woolcombe (G.O.C. Eastern Command) was peaceful and made possible because, while acknowledging the guilty disobedience to orders, the men were respectful and perfectly orderly.404 The newspaper presents the mutiny as nothing more than a parley between the troops and Eastern Command. While no punishments were awarded and a fleet of clerks was sent to Folkestone by the Ministry of Labour to help expedite the matter, other newspapers suggest a tenser version of events. 
The Whitstable Times says that all approaches to the town hall were blocked and soldiers climbed onto the portico of the town hall and delivered short speeches.405 The soldiers were all said to leave without qualm by the press, yet the Aberdeen Journal remarked that upon hearing the Mayor’s request to leave and go back to their camp to await some good news, the soldiers merely sang, ‘Tell me the old, old story’ in response.406 In Dover, while a similar protest ensued at the town hall, it seemed to have much sympathy from the Mayor and community as they helped secure a piano for the soldiers to pass the time, as well as reserve spaces at local cinema halls for free admission to overseas men.407 The impact of the war was still important in January 1919 across East Kent and while ambiguous, showed a desire to return to normality quickly. 
 
                                                        403 The Nottingham Evening Post, 6 January 1919, p.1. 404 The Exeter and Plymouth Gazette, 6 January 1919, p.1. 405 The Whitstable Times, 11 January 1919, p.7.  406 Aberdeen Journal, 6 January 1919, p.3. 407 The Whitstable Times, 11 January 1919, p.7. 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The desire to bring back the pre‐war world was reinforced by the local communities’ treatment of ex‐army comrades in East Kent. Former Army Chaplin, Reverend David Railton, issued a special Comrades Service in Folkestone in April 1919 for ex‐servicemen with the aim of binding them together and creating a spirit of comradeship in the town.408 Railton expressed his concern that the war had altered the worship of Easter’s Holy Week but was comforted that now the soldiers were back in their homes, it could return.409 A desire to return to traditional life was being sought, and the Reverend found it necessary to invite not only local ex‐servicemen, but also the National Association of Discharged Sailors and Soldiers to the service, thus reminding this particular group of repatriated civilians to return to normality, including the influence of the church on their previous everyday life. Perhaps Reverend Railton may have also saw this as an opportunity with new converts to reinvigorate Folkestone’s religious commitments. During the war serving your country and God simultaneously had been used rigorously, so this may be a natural conclusion to the war years’ focus on Christian values in Britain. 
 
The welcome of the returned 1st Buffs battalion was met with a Thanksgiving Day in May 1919. While the day was popular and well attended, of greater interest was the vicar’s address, on behalf of the parish in Canterbury, made to two men of the Buffs in particular – Captain George Jessel and Lieutenant 
                                                        408 The Folkestone Herald, 19 April 1919 p.6. 409 Ibid. 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William Barfield (both awarded the Military Cross). “We feel that that honour (the Military Cross) is reflected on the parish, and we desire on this day to thank you in person for the example you set…”410 The address continues to focus on their ‘return’, almost like an immediate repatriation into parish life. The vicar’s rhetoric included: “rejoin those amongst you have lived so long…came safely home”, “return of so many”, and “your safe return”.411 In reference to Lieutenant Barfield, the vicar remarked that the parishioners considered his honour of the Military Cross to be not only a reflection of Barfield, but reflected on the parish and thus a shared honour from the King.412 In this Thanksgiving Day speech, the complexity of how civilians felt about the end of the war is displayed. Multiple perspectives can be seen here: the longing for a reaffirmation of their old lives is present; holding the soldiers as elevated individuals who deserve to stand above the civilian narrative; as well as a desire to share in the victory and recognition that they played an important role in the war too and share any honours, adding to their local pride. A closer analysis of the speech complicates any solid conclusions further. Is it a return to normality if the soldiers are still reminded they were soldiers, alien to the parish community? Or is the parish wishing to share in the honour of the Military Cross, what the vicar explicitly referred to as  “a soldier’s reward”, the civilian and the soldier merging into something new? Or is this episode simply a return to older Edwardian dictums of parish life with heavy burdens of Christian duties? Such a reading would link the Great War and any discussion of bravery to a very local town and place, far away from the frontlines. Each town or city would own the individuals who fought and                                                         410 The Kent & Sussex Courier, 30 May 1919, p.4. 411 Ibid.  412 Ibid. 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therefore it was a matter of local pride that could explain the parishioners longing to share the award. Lieutenant Burfield’s note of thanks to the parish however firmly places the notion that the war was a shared sacrifice between soldiers and civilians as an answer. He thanked the “…wonderful way in which they had carried on during the war, and the many sacrifices they had made.”413 Burfield’s speech serves as a reminder that in 1919 there was a conflict, albeit not a big public one, between civilians downplaying their role in light of the soldier but wanting to share in the victory. While the Military Cross clearly defines and separates soldier from civilian, the community’s desire to share in it in fact blurs how civilians identified themselves offering a far more nuanced answer as to whether ‘normality’ returned in 1919.  
 
In a similar manner to the support shown for returning troops, is the concern from the public regarding disabled veterans in East Kent. Gregory identified a collective sense of guilt about survival that fed a nation’s need to commemorate and champion the soldiers in order to console a stricken conscience.414 It is also difficult to escape the psychological impact of the presence of limbless and disabled men in public places as a constant reminder of the war and sacrifices. It makes the public’s need to medicate its ailing collective conscience even more compelling.  This ‘collective guilt’ that Gregory refers to could be seen in East Kent when dealing with disabled veterans. At a meeting of the Local Advisory Committee in Dover, the question of the training of disabled men was raised as there was no training centre in Kent. “The Chairman contended that apart from                                                         413 Ibid.  414 Gregory, The Last Great War, p.251. 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any other consideration, a county which had contributed so many men to the Navy and Army was certainly entitled to a training centre…”415 The Committee made an application to the Ministry of Labour on the basis that after years of warfare, it was unjustifiable to make a man be separated further from his home and family for the long training period.416 They were keen to make the home and family the priority – a return to domestication and not force the most vulnerable ex‐servicemen to relive the pains of living away from home again. This shows that the public wanted to re‐engage veterans and return to normal life, or perhaps may be a symptom of a public survivor’s guilt upon the sight of disabled servicemen.  
 
As the physical environment of Canterbury and East Kent began to change after November 1918 with the arrival of battalions coming home and the gradual demobilisation, so did the local buildings and institutions that had been militarised previously. Just within two weeks of the Armistice the make up of the city was changing; over 1,200 repatriated prisoners‐of‐war arrived at Canterbury East Station with a further 800 days later, all warmly welcomed.417 Did the demilitarisation of the environment in Canterbury lead to a similar change in mentality of those who dwelled within the previous war used institutions and buildings? Could a pre‐war status quo for the local public institutions be re‐attained?  
                                                         415 The Folkestone Herald, 19 April 1919 p.8. 416 Ibid. 417 Bateman, p.68. 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Two local institutions that particularly became militarised during the war were St. Augustine’s College and Simon Langton Grammar School in Canterbury. Both were used to serve the war as analysed in the previous chapter, helping at home and abroad to various extents. St. Augustine’s College, which had previously been utilised for the Agricultural Land Army, rather quickly returned to its original purpose and moved on from the war’s tenancy of the building. The return to missionary education was welcomed by all those who attended the college’s St. Peter’s Day luncheon. The Whitstable Times printed an article entitled, ‘Renewal of the college life and work’, which read: “Added importance and interest were attached to this year’s commemoration service and luncheon…as they marked the renewal of the college life and work after being suspended for the past few years on account of the war…the luncheon, which in pre‐war days was always a feature of the College commemoration day…”418 Mr Anderson of the College added that their institution had to suffer a break in its career of usefulness after 1914 and had to throw open its hospitality to the women of the Land Army in order to best help.419 Interestingly, while Mr Anderson welcomed the return to normality in the College, he noted that the world was not “prepared for peace”, and that peace brought many problems just as war did. “He believed that all Church people today were about to rededicate themselves to the service of God…”420 The ‘rededication’ comment shows a commitment to re‐engage with the Church and its humanitarian concerns, rather than military matters. It is an open desire to remind themselves of their original 
                                                        418 The Whitstable Times, 5 July 1919, p.4. 419 Ibid.  420 Ibid. 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purpose, which Mr Anderson believed was even more important in the post‐war world. 
 
The desire to move on from the war years in St. Augustine’s College is a stark contrast to the reminders of war that the local grammar school, Simon Langton, clung to. While the school’s extra curricular activities that were concerned with the war and home front came to a close and older pre‐war social traditions started again, it could not forget the conflict, or at least, was not allowed to. The Headmaster, having lost his son, Eric Sharp (himself an Old Boy) in the war, was committed to erecting a permanent memorial personal to the school – a tablet to be placed in the school hall, recording the fallen Old Boys’ names.421 The Head wrote to the staff and students, “For many years those names will call up definite forms, but the day will swiftly come when they will be but names. Even then their power will not be diminished…For many generations then this tablet will bring up the tale of the noble part this country played in the war in general and this school in particular.”422 By the end of 1919 the school returned to normality, with the attention to rifle ranges and collecting funds having gone, and no military use of parts of the school or its playing grounds. Yet the school is forced to ever live in the shadow of the war in the school hall, to act as a source of inspiration and admiration. Normality existed but the status quo did not return because the memory of the war was made as ever present and alive as the war years themselves. A ‘status quo’ could not be achieved there for that generation of schoolboys and Masters who knew the names on the memorial tablet.                                                         421 The Langtonian, December 1919, p.517. 422 Ibid. 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Peace Day 1919 
Peace Day was Britain’s opportunity to celebrate the end of the Great War. While the anniversary of the Armistice signing is remembered annually now, in 1918 it represented a ceasefire. The 28th June 1919 saw the signing of the Treaty of Versailles and allowed the ‘end’ of the war to be marked. The time also coincided with many men returning home to Kent in the run up to the summer season. The proposals for a national Peace Day celebration were not without concern from some that such funding could be better spent, but in East Kent they were met with a great welcome and widespread participation. Peace Day represented a possible turning point in post‐war Britain as to how identities were being remoulded into how popular memory has imagined the Great War’s players – the mighty soldier and the others at home. 
 
In Canterbury, Peace Day was officially opened with the formal handing over of a Tank to the city, in recognition of the services of Canterbury to the various War Loans by the War Savings Committee, to be placed on the Dane John Moat.423 Canterbury was among the few towns in Kent to be awarded a Tank, also including Maidstone, Folkestone and Ashford. Over 200 Tanks were presented by the British Treasury to some of the largest contributors to the government’s war bonds. The Tank was chosen because the Tank excited the public imagination and conjured great fanfare during the Tank Week programme in 
                                                        423 The Whitstable Times, 26 July 1919, p.4. 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1917‐1918, only to all be scrapped prior to 1945 with the exception of Ashford’s Tank, which is currently an official war memorial.424 Much competition for the weapons seemed to have occurred in East Kent by local councils. Whitstable eagerly hoped to get a large gun for its own town centre in May 1919.425 Since Canterbury was already promised a Tank, Mr Fielding, the Canterbury Town Clerk, offered a captured German gun to Tankerton, Whitstable, which was also offered to the city.426 The need to have a Tank or gun as a local landmark only serves to suggest that officially, councils did not want to let communities forget the war and was to become a focal point. Weapons of the frontlines became memorials and desired attractions to the home front. One could interpret such motives as officially reducing war to the soldiers’ story again and turning civilians into the ill informed and naïve group that cheered the sight of a Tank, rather than feared it. Or the weapons as memorials could prove that no pre‐1914 status quo could exist as the physical landscape of home has welcomed the sights of frontline activity into its town centre. This interpretation shows the complexity of how civilians fought for their new identity, which had to marry the experiences of war with the monotony of their ‘normal’ lives. 
 
The ceremony was lead by Gen. Sir Colin Mackenzie alongside the Mayor, Herbert Girgg James. The Tank had arrived a day beforehand, travelling under its own power through the main streets after disembarking at Canterbury West                                                         424  Joe Bill, ‘Ashford’s World War One Tank the Last of its Kind on Show’, Kent News 
Online, 12 June 2006, News section <http://www.kentnews.co.uk/news/ashford_s_world_war_one_tank_the_last_of_its_kind_on_show_1_2233183> [accessed on 25 June 2015] 425 The Whitstable Times, 3 May 1919, p.4. 426 The Whitstable Times, 17 May 1919, p.3. 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Station and was guarded by three members of the Tank Corps and a further fifty men from the Buffs. The gift of a Tank was to thank the city for raising one million pounds in war bonds. The Tank however, was more than just a symbol to bear testimony to the financial help given by the people of Canterbury. Itself instantly became a memorial to the war and Canterbury’s efforts. In Gen. Sir Mackenzie’s mind, it was really ‘a symbol of victory’ because it was entirely British.427 “It was the conception of British brains, its manufacture was the result of British energy…and its employment and success in battle were due to British courage…”428 His speech was met with great cheers from the thousands in the crowd. He further remarked that the Tank was a fitting gift to Canterbury because of the decisive role of the machine in contributing to victory. The Tank was akin to Canterbury’s efforts. The Mayor agreed with the General, saying that the Tank was proof that the city rose to the occasion, despite not being large in size or purse.429 
 
While one might interpret this gift as a sign of acknowledgment that all played a vital role in the war, whether at home or abroad, the Mayor quickly reshapes the Tank’s meaning to be one solely for the soldier. He said to the crowd, “There was hardly a family in the whole city which had not had a son or brother serving in the ranks…and where the daughters had married either soldiers or sailors. That showed that the military spirit had long existed in Canterbury…”430 The Mayor continued to describe the Tank as a most befitting memorial as it was typically                                                         427 The Whitstable Times, 26 July 1919, p.4.  428 Ibid.   429 Ibid.  430 Ibid. 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British because it was not very beautiful, and nor did it pretend to be very beautiful, except in regard to their women.431 In this one final comment by the Mayor to the crowd, he rendered the gift to be for the soldiers and sailors and the bereaved civilian. The efforts of those at home doing war work and the many women who helped were removed from identifying with it, because they were not the unattractive and rugged Brits that the Mayor’s speech conjures.  
 
Conclusion  
Canterbury seemed to be juxtaposed between not being able to forget the war and trying to enforce a return to pre‐war normality. An uneasy alliance between these opposites was created, much like the entire Home Front was during 1914‐1918; simultaneously dealing with the war effort and trying to remember the government’s line of ‘business as usual’. 1919 was in many ways an extension of the war years but without an actual war. The Great War’s shadow still caused many to confuse their identity and attitudes as they still lived with 1914‐1918. How can one claim a return to normality in the area, when a Tank surrounded by a moat sat in the city centre of Canterbury, joining the Norman castle, medieval city walls and Cathedral as a local landmark? 
 
 
 
                                                        431 Ibid. 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Chapter 5: Conclusions 
 
“It is enough, if not too much, to say that there was a great and dreadful war in Europe, and that nightmare and chaos and the abomination of desolation held sway for four horrid years…Men and Women acted blindly…They went to the war, they stayed at home…they got rich, they got poor, they died, were maimed, medalled, frost‐bitten, tortured, imprisoned, bored, embittered, enthusiastic, cheerful, hopeless, patient, or matter‐of‐fact, according to circumstances and temperament.”432 
 
Rose Macaulay’s 1923 novel, Told by an Idiot is a helpful reminder that any generalisations about the war and its impacts on any category, including identity, are dangerous to make. By focusing on East Kent as a unique region, the danger is lessened but still exists. However, this study has highlighted the breakdown of the divide between soldier and civilian between 1914 and 1918 and the variations of identities at different times of the war and between different genders and ages. No general answer was being searched for in this study, rather the revelations of how different people viewed themselves during the Great War in order to better understand how a nation viewed their identity and role during the conflict, challenging the presumption that lines between home and battlefronts were strong and unique. The Great War had led, temporarily, to a closer and more complex relationship between the armed 
                                                        432 Grayzel, p.1. 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forces and the civilian population. As shown, there is evidence that this changed relationship and identity lasted beyond the constraint of 1914‐1918 but over subsequent generations and the experiences of the Second World War, the Great War simply became the gullible soldier’s story fighting an unpopular war in light of the righteous ‘People’s War’ against Hitler. Any irony of the phrase ‘People’s War’ being coined to describe the Great War was lost over the rest of the twentieth century.  
 
The mobilisation of East Kent showed that as the Gateway to England, the county reacted to the fear of potential invasion and soon geared to the war effort quickly, but not with the enthusiasm that early politicians were keen to emphasise about Britons in 1914. An acceptance of the war caused many civilians in East Kent to grapple with a new identity of being a soldier‐citizen as new rules for correct citizenship were made ad hoc as people and businesses competed with a ‘business as usual’ philosophy to the realities of total war. Men, women and children all became militarised as the local environment of East Kent changed, from the fortifications at Dover to the military occupation of some schools in Canterbury. Identities altered and the lines between being a good soldier and a good civilian got much closer, regardless of location, gender or age. ‘Blurriness’ offers a very opaque and non‐committal answer as to how lines and identities changed for civilians in East Kent, but perfectly describes the looseness of identity construction in the years 1914‐1919. In this period civilians adapted to change through their own choices and at other times forced and reconstructed themselves each time, ultimately choosing a façade of normality 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by 1919. Identifying more with the soldier was both a conscious and subconscious choice throughout the war making for a far more complex identity than the term ‘non‐combatant’ allows for within a separate sphere based ideology. While the findings are specific to a micro‐study of Canterbury and East Kent, they were often reactions to national changes and innovations and not just local concerns. A further triangular study of East, West and North Kent might reveal a more complex picture of civilian identities across the county and encompass a wider range of classes and backgrounds as the county borders the capital, whose wartime experiences have been well documented.  
 
Ultimately, the Home Front people of the Great War were, and have been under‐acknowledged; the existence of the soldier‐citizen brushed aside in favour of respecting the fallen soldiers and ex‐servicemen. Jay Winter places the total British war dead at 722,785, with the addition of wounded men reaching 1.6 million.433 This excludes the 15,000 deaths among the crews and passengers of merchant/fishing vessels or the 1,266 civilian deaths from air raids, or the number dead from factory accidents.434 Statistically there is a vast difference in the ‘blood sacrifice’ of the war, which may help explain why civilians sought out of guilt, to return to a pre‐war identity, but the physical reminders of the war’s experience at home and the psychological impact meant that any notion of ‘normality’ was superficial and a disguise. At the very least, both fronts saw similarities and a perverse irony that each side wanted to be more like the other. Identities and lines were not black and white as popular memory has perhaps                                                         433 Simmonds, p.300. 434 Ibid. 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suggested, but far more blurred and deserve recognition of their nuances and complexity. 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